STUDENT EXCHANGE
Semester-long programs give you greater immersive experiences to fortify the global competencies that employers want. Exchange programs give you special access to study business, language, and culture in some of the top institutions and cities around the world. Popular exchanges for business majors are:

- Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria
- University of Sydney, Australia
- University of Chile, Chile
- Peking University, China
- Tsinghua University, China
- Maastricht University, Netherlands
- National University of Singapore, Singapore
- University of Stellenbosch, South Africa
- Sogang University, South Korea
- Yonsei University, South Korea
- University of Zurich, Switzerland
- National Taiwan University, Taiwan
- Lancaster University, UK
- University of Sussex, UK
- University of Liverpool, UK
- University of Reading, UK

STUDY AWAY PROGRAMS

BUSINESS IN CANADA
- Vancouver, Canada

BUSINESS IN PANAMA
- Panama City, Panama

INSURANCE MARKET IN BERMUDA*
- Hamilton, Bermuda

BUSINESS IN EUROPE
- Germany and Austria

UGA AT OXFORD
- Oxford, England

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Scotland and England

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Australia and New Zealand

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA IN CORTONA
- Cortona, Italy

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Tasmania, Australia

UGA IN SPAIN & MOROCCO
- Seville, Granada, Casablanca, Fez

UGA IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Santiago, Vina del Mar

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Atlanta, Tifton, Savannah

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Augusta

BUSINESS IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Bismark, South Dakota

GLOBIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
- Stellenbosch, South Africa

UGA IN SOUTH KOREA + INTERNSHIP
- Seoul, Busan, Gyeongju

UGA IN SOUTH KOREA
- Seoul, Busan, Gyeongju

UGA SCIENCE & BUSINESS OF BIOMANUFACTURING
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Scotland and England

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Australia and New Zealand

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA IN CORTONA
- Cortona, Italy

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Tasmania, Australia

UGA IN SPAIN & MOROCCO
- Seville, Granada, Casablanca, Fez

UGA IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Santiago, Vina del Mar

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Atlanta, Tifton, Savannah

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Augusta

BUSINESS IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Bismark, South Dakota

GLOBIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
- Stellenbosch, South Africa

UGA IN SOUTH KOREA + INTERNSHIP
- Seoul, Busan, Gyeongju

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Australia and New Zealand

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA IN CORTONA
- Cortona, Italy

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Tasmania, Australia

UGA IN SPAIN & MOROCCO
- Seville, Granada, Casablanca, Fez

UGA IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Santiago, Vina del Mar

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Atlanta, Tifton, Savannah

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Augusta

BUSINESS IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Bismark, South Dakota

GLOBIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
- Stellenbosch, South Africa

UGA IN SOUTH KOREA + INTERNSHIP
- Seoul, Busan, Gyeongju

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Australia and New Zealand

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA IN CORTONA
- Cortona, Italy

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Tasmania, Australia

UGA IN SPAIN & MOROCCO
- Seville, Granada, Casablanca, Fez

UGA IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Santiago, Vina del Mar

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Atlanta, Tifton, Savannah

GLOBAL GEORGIA DOMESTIC FIELD STUDY
- Augusta

BUSINESS IN CHILE + INTERNSHIP
- Bismark, South Dakota

GLOBIS IN SOUTH AFRICA
- Stellenbosch, South Africa

UGA IN SOUTH KOREA + INTERNSHIP
- Seoul, Busan, Gyeongju

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Australia and New Zealand

UGA DISCOVER ABROAD
- Edinburgh, Scotland

UGA IN CORTONA
- Cortona, Italy